
Google Governor Training
 

 Training for your governing body to help them
utilise the free Google Suite of tools as you

struggle to come together. This will definitely be
something that you can continue to benefit from

long after schools reopen.

Music Tips & Tools
 

Our new music offering is already being well
received. Why not have a private workshop just for

your staff to join Gemma for a training session
around the fun and creative music tools that can

give your music offering a real lift.

Top Tips for TAs
 

A real asset for Teachers who are keen to introduce
new technologies into their classrooms, Teaching

Assistants are often overlooked when it comes to IT
Training. Let us show them some great tools to

support the class ready for school return.

Science Coordinator Update 
 

Tools to map into your Science curriculum - We are
always finding new and free tools to support all
areas of the curriculum but we have some great

resources that we'd like to share with your Science
lead or team.

Coding for Teachers (Beginners, Refresher
and Advanced sessions available)

 
Coding still comes up in all of our schools as

something that teachers struggle to deliver. This is
a great opportunity to get them upskilled and have a

chance to play with some of the tried and tested
resources that we know are free and easy to use.

Apple Training from a Certified Apple
Teacher

 
 The latest iPads and Operating Systems bring a

plethora of free tools to the classroom. Our certified
and experienced staff can introduce these to your
staff and identify ways in which they can support
your specific curriculum, lessons, priorities etc.

Subject Leader Training / Deep Dive in
Computing

 
One of our best attended training sessions- get your
subject leaders familiar with the hi-impact 'Subject
Leader Toolkit'. These tried and tested tools have
helped IT Leaders through their Computing Deep

Dive. A real must for your subject leaders.

Advanced Google Classroom Training from
a Google Certified Trainer

 
Take your staff to the next level with their use of
this powerful suite of tools including GSuite for

Education that can take online learning to the next
level - especially distance learning.

Gsuite Training for Senior Leaders
 

As an SLT, there are many features of the Google
Suite that are perfect for safe, secure collaboration.

Work with our consultants and all your SLT to
design the perfect environment in which you work

efficiently and effectively even from home.

Additional Opportunities

DT - Tools and Tips
 

 As you know we are very proud of the DT work
that we are launching this year. If you'd like your
staff to have a training session around DT with
an introduction to some DT resources then get

us booked in.

We have also put together some new private, online training courses that have been designed just for schools

wanting their staff to make the most of this time to upskill. Don't worry! These sessions are all covered by the

days that you already have contracted so there is no extra cost for these opportunities. Your account manager

will just discuss how you want to allocate days to these sessions.


